
Activity of Physics Students： 

  The life in college is always regarded as “Schoolwork, Love and Club”, which are the most 

important credits in college, while doubted by physics students. According to investigation, Many 

physics students replace love and club by sports or on-line games. 

<Directly Schoolmates, Reunine> 

As the freshmen advent, they will hold “the Meeting of Freshmen”. The meeting of freshmen is to 

let freshmen introduce themselves, acquaint with their senior schoolmates and choose a sports team 

of department. The so-called directly schoolmates is the schoolmates whose last three numbers of 

school number are the same. The senior directly schoolmates usually give all of their previous 

schoolworks or textbooks to the junior. Several school numbers form a group, which is called 

“family”. And the “family” will have dinner together in the midterm, called “reunine”.  

 

(The meeting of freshman in 2014) 



 

(Introduce of sports team of department) 

 

(Self-Introduction) 



<Sports Team of Department、Big Physics Cup> 

  Sports team of department borrows the place from school to practice. One can know his 

schoolmates better and find a sport partner. There are tennis, table tennis, badminton, 

basketball, baseball, and soccer team in physics department.  

  Sports team of department might be the core of the activity in the department. While the 

Big Physics Cup held once a semester will be the most important thing in physics. Each 

physics department of all university in Taiwan alternately holds big Physics Cup. Physics 

students in all place come together, do the non-physical exercises. Big Physics Cup usually 

last two days. Thus students like to have a short tourism in the period. 

 

(Big Physics Cup) 



 

(Big Physics Cup@NCKU) 

 



< Orientation、Physics Camp > 

  Physics student will encounter two large camps: The Physics Camp and the Orientation. 

Though they are free to participate, the majority of students will participate because of the 

rare experience. Held in summer, physics camp run by junior as cadres, sophomore was set 

up workers. There will be about one hundred high school students to attend. Physics 

students personally arranged for five-days activities, including games such as the Big Place, 

Crash Through Barriers, RPG and other recreational activities, or lab exercises, 

demonstration, teaching and other designed programs. The preparation of camp lasts about 

two months. And there is a training schedule before camp, which lasts about five days. 

Students will become closer together between the preparations.   

  Orientation activities are held by sophomore. They usually arranged two-days activities 

after a couple of weeks of semester. In general, they will find a farm or camp to do 

activities such as Pusin farm, where each new student can be more aware of each other. 

For orientation, they will usually find another department to organize together, such as the 

Department of Chinese and so on. Also there is no calculus or special relativity preview 

such sounding very practical design courses. Of course, these modifications can be 

discussed. 

 

(Physics Camp) 



 

(Preparation of Physics Camp) 

 
(Preparation of Orientation with Chinese Department of NHCUE) 



 
(Orientation) 

 
 

 

<The Day of Uniform> 



 

        Before college, students used to feel annoying about the rule of wearing uniform. 

They tended to wear more colorful clothes. After entering college, however, there is no 

rule anymore, they can wear whatever they like. Somehow students start to reminisce the 

days in uniform. Then, the Day of Uniform was born!  

    Students wear their own uniform, chatting and taking picture in the sunshine of the 

Physics Building, together with several friends and schoolmates in same or different 

uniform. Students chat about anecdotes in high school, looking at everyone＇s previous 

appearance, and felling their change.  

 

 

(Day of Uniform) 



 

(All students in a picture in the day of uniform) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



<Huan-Cheh Cup>  

 

       People will be confused with what the “Huan-Cheh Cup＂ is. Speaking to 

Huan-Cheh Cup, we have to introduce Huan-Cheh Yen, our deceased professor. 

Huan-Cheh Yen started teaching in physics department of NTHU since 1974. With 

concentrating on education, he was adored and appreciated by students. In 1995, however, 

he was diagnosed with stomach cancer, and died in the same year. And for gratitude, 

students organized a memorial week to commemorate the great professor. 

    There are abundant things to do in Huan-Cheh week. Starting with an opening 

ceremony, in which everyone have a buffet and look back on professor Yen＇s hole life. 

In the period of Huan-Cheh Week, it is arranged with all kinds of speeches that acquaint 

students with different kinds of research areas. Besides, there is also a singing contest for 

students.  

    Apart from the activities above, owing to professor Yen＇s attention to sport, 

especially soccer, during his lifetime, it is arranged with all kinds of sport competition for 

the members of physics department, which is not only for students but also for teachers. 

(And teachers often have unbelievable performance!)  

    In Huan-Cheh Week, there is a last but much important thing, the closing concert. 

Professor Yen has written in testament that what his memorial service need are only simple 

arrangement and a balmy music. Thus every year, Huan-Cheh Week is closing with elegant 

music performed by students.  

 

(Singing Contest Huan‐Cheh Cup) 



 

(Soccer Huan‐Cheh Cup ) 

 

(the Huan-Cheh closing concert) 



 

(the Huan-Cheh closing concert) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



<Christmas Party> 

    During the Christmas, students will hold a party associated with some other 

departments, in order to improve interaction with other departments, and in the other hand, 

to fill the emptiness hearts.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



<The Night of Physics> 

        In the night of physics, each grade will prepare own performance, without 

formal restriction but mainly small skits. Different grade has much different style. 

And we can know the feature of each grade. Some is local, some is bizarre, some is 

humor, and some is immature, but all are terrific. There are also other kinds of 

performances besides skits, such as band and dancing. 

 

(Small skits in the night of physics) 

 

(Small skits in the night of physics) 

 

 



<Minor graduation Ceremony> 

 

        Every department will hold their own graduation ceremony every year, called 

minor graduation ceremony, without exception for physics. The graduate students 

themselves arrange it. That is, they can design what they like and what they want for 

the ceremony. No matter for which grade, it will be a unforgettable event. In college 

life bit by bit, no matter it is funny, moving, frustration, or other size thing will come up in 

the ceremony. Of course, bachelor hats throwing, the most classic scene won't be less. In 

the last, they will take picture with teachers and all schoolmates, as the most 

precious farewell.   

 

 

(Picture with junior schoolmates) 

 



 

(Taking picture together in minor graduation ceremony) 


